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The Vandermonde-Matrix
An approach to define a reciprocal
Abstract: The Vandermonde-matrix plays a special rôle in this collection of articles. It is
the only matrix, which is not triangular, and care has to be taken when using it in matrixformulae assuming infinite matrix-dimension. For instance, a reciprocal is not easily defineable (if this would be meaningful at all). On the other hand many binomial-formulae are
targetting this matrix, say in applaying the binomial-theorem to powerseries or computing
sums of like powers by bernoulli-polynomials.
Here I present an approach to define a reciprocal of the Vandermonde-matrix as an
asymptotic of a powerseries-construction. The vandermonde-matrix itself as well as its reciprocal in this approach are seen as a limit for x->1 in this powerseries.
The limit-problem is then similar to find/define a limit for the powerseries 1+x+x2+x3+... =
1/(1-x) for x->1. While a definite answer for this limit-case could not yet be given, a step
forward could be made, since the estimate is now size-independent and dependent on the
closeness of the used limit x->1 instead .
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1. Definition and basic properties of the Vandermondematrix
1.1. Definition
The Vandermonde-matrix ZV is defined as collection of powers of natural numbers:
(1.1.1.)

ZV

:= ZVr,c = (r+1)c

//assuming zero-based row-and column-indices r and c

Example:

ZV

=

It can also been written either as collection of powerseries-vectors
ZV= [ V(1)~, V(2)~ , V(3)~, ... ]

(1.1.2.)

or as collection of zeta-vectors
ZV = [Z(0), Z(-1), Z(-2),...]

(1.1.3.)

1.2. A couple of basic properties
Neither the row- nor the columnsums are convergent.
* Column-sums
By interpreting the columns as zeta-series one may assign the appropriate zeta-values to its columnsums. Define the powerseries-vector
V(x) = [1, x , x2 , x3 ,...]~
E = V(1)

then it seems, that we could use:
V(1)~ * ZV = ZT0 ~ = [ζ(0), ζ(-1), ζ(-2),...]

(1.2.1.)

Example:

V(1)~ *ZV = [ζ(0),ζ(-1),ζ(-2),...]
*
=

but this guess seems to introduce subtle inconsistencies. See the note below.
*

Row-sums

For the row-sums one may assign values according to the analytic continuation for powerseries V(x),
where x <=-1 and x>= 1, according to the formula s=1/(1-x) where the row-sums were then
(1.2.2.)

ZV * V(1) = S = [??, -1/1, -1/2,...]~
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Example:

ZV * V(1) = [??, -1/1, -1/2,...]
*

=

(Extended rowsums occur in a paragraph below in connection with rightmultiplication by the P-matrix).

Note: The assumptions, especially in (1.2.1), must be confirmed to be meaningful in this matrix-context.
The assumption of ZV-columns representing zeta-series (and assignment of zeta-values to its columnsums) seems to lead to subtle inconsistencies. These already occur, if only the sum of column-sums are
equalled to the sum of rowsums. These sums should agree, if this guess should be consistent in the present matrix-context.
So it is possibly a better definition of ZV as a composition of the binomial- and Stirlingmatrix instead as
a collection of zeta-vectors Z(-x) = [1x, 2x, 3x , ...] . This will be shown in the next paragraph.

1.3. a couple of basic matrix-relations
* leftmultiplication by matrix P-1 gives St2F~
Best known is possibly the property, that the forward-differences of like powers disappear in a binomial-transformation.
Let dF be the diagonal-matrix of factorials diag([0!,1!,2!,...]), St2F the factorial-scaled version of St2, the
lower-triangular matrix of Stirling-Numbers 2'nd kind then
St2F := St2 * dF
P-1 * ZV = St2F ~

define
(1.3.1.)

Example:

P-1 * ZV = St2F ~
*

=
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This formula can be rewritten to give a definition of ZV:
ZV = P * St2F ~

(1.3.2.)

Example:

ZV = P * St2F ~
*

=

* rightmultiplication by matrix fSt1 gives a logarithmic Vandermonde-variant
fSt1F := dF-1 * St1 * dF = fSt2F -1
Z1(-x) = diag((1+1)x , (1+2)x , (1+3)x , ... ))

define:

d

we have also:
ZV * fSt1F = dZ1(1) * LZV

(1.3.3.)

Example:

ZV * fSt1 ~ = dZ1(1) * LZV
*

=

* rightmultiplication by Matrix P ( = Pk(1) )
Rightmultiplication of ZV with P (or a power of P) means to assume divergent summation of powerseries V(x)~ with x>=1 by binomials. With elementary derivation for the convergent cases |x|<1 can be
found, that the result of a binomial-summation of powerseries is for a column c:
(1.3.4.)

lim

1 oo  r  1
1
1
  * r =
*
∑
x r =0  c  x
x − 1 (x − 1)c

for a given column c

and in matrix-notation for each row V(r+1)~ of ZV, targetting all columns of P in a whole :
(1.3.5.)

lim

rows → oo

1 1
1
 1 
V   ~*P =
V
~
x  x
x −1  x −1

(see project-article [binomialmatrix])
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Example:

lim 1/x*V(1/x)~ * P = 1/(x-1)*V(1/(x-1)) ~

The known analytic continuation of this powerseries summation extends the domain of x to complex
values, allowing the general formula for any complex s except s=1:

1 1
1
 1 
V   ~*P =
V
~
rows → oo s
s −1  s −1
s
lim

(1.3.6.)

// for all complex s except s=1

This allows to apply this relation to the matrix-product ZV * P, where the first row must remain undefined yet for each row r setting t=r+1:

1
t
t 

lim V (t ) ~ * P = − *
V−
~
rows → oo
t t −1  t −1

(1.3.7.)

// for all complex t except t=1

Example: (for brevity extracting the row-scaling in the result, using "☼" for Hadamard-multiplication )

ZV * P = diag(Q) * M
*

=

☼

* using matrix P0 ( = Pk(0) )
In the chapter about the binomial-matrix I introduced two hierarchies of Pascal-like matrices. The one
variant, which is of interest here is P0.
The Pascalmatrix P (= P1 ) can be seen as matrixexponential of a matrix containing the natural numbers
in the first subdiagonal. Viewing this as a version using exponent 1 for these entries (thus "Pk(1)" or
short "P1"), the "lower order" version with exponent 0 (thus all entries in the first subdiagonal are 1) is
called Pk(0) or simply P0. (Remember that the version with exponent 2 is known as scaled Laguerrematrix).
The matrix P0 can be defined in two ways:
(1.3.8.)
(1.3.9.)

define
or define

P0 = Pk(0)
:= P0 r,c = 1/(r-c)!
P0
= dF-1 * P * dF

// = 0 if c>r

Example
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P0 = dF-1 * P * dF

* Rightmultiplication
Rightmultiplication of ZV with a column of P0 transforms the geometric series of each row in ZV into
the related exponential-series, scaled by the beginning entry in the row of ZV, so by
(1.3.10.)

ZV * P0 = e*dV(e) * ZV

we have a nearly invariant transformation, which only performs rowscaling of ZV. (This also means, we
have formally an eigensystem and which shall shortly be discussed later in the context of the reciprocal
of ZV).
Example:(using "☼" for Hadamard-multiplication )

=

☼

* Leftmultiplication
Leftmultiplication of ZV with P0 seems tobe of less interest. As a notable property for the chapter on
divergent summation however it may be observed, that we have an asymptotic for the r'th row of the
result as r-> inf as
(1.3.11.)

or

P0 * ZV = M
lim r -> oo M r = e * V(r)
lim r -> oo mr,c = e * r c

Example:(using "☼" for Hadamard-multiplication )

P0 * ZV = M
*

=
asymptotic for row r: =

☼

The operation, which is asymptotically performed is then a one-row shift of the r+1'th row in ZV to the
r'th row in the result, and it may be of interest, that the expansion of the asymptotic behaviour is for a
fixed column c of ZV for r->inf :

( k + 1 )c
lim ∑
= exp( 1 )* r c
r → inf
k = 0 ( r − k )!
r

(1.3.12.)
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1.4. The problem of inconsistency assuming ZV as matrix of zeta-series
If the above matrixoperations are assumed as consistent, then - being linear transformations- the same
operations on the column-sums of ZV instead of its elements should be valid.
Assume for instance, ZV column-summed by a leftmultiplication with a powerseries vector V(x), where
x is chosen to get summation convergent; for instance, we may choose x = ½. Then we had
½ V(½)~ * ZV

(1.4.1.)

* fSt1 ~ = ½ V(½)~ * P = V(1) ~

where the first partial product, using associativity, is
½ V(½)~ * ZV

(1.4.2.)

= T~

= [1,2,6,26,150,...]

and inserting this in (1.4.1)
T

(1.4.3.)
(1.4.4.)

Example:

* fSt1 ~ = ½* V(½)~ * P
V(1) ~
=
V(1) ~

evaluation of lhs

½*V(½)~ * ZV * fSt1 ~ = T~ * fSt1 ~ = V(1)~
*

*
=

=

evaluation of rhs

½*V(½)~ * P = V(1)~
*
=

For the convergent case , |x|<1 , this relation holds generally, and, for instance,
define
(1.4.5.)

y = 1/x
1/y V(1/y)~ * P = 1/(y-1) V(1/(y-1))

For the divergent case, when x<=-1, values can be assigned via Euler-summation, and they agree with
the formula (1.4.5).
(1.4.6.)

1/y V(1/y)~ * P = 1/(y-1) V(1/(y-1))

// for 1/y < 1

So for the convergent or the oscillating divergent case the operation seems regular insofar as we could
proceed in (1.4.3) using the associativity and confirm that the Stirling-transform of the sums over columns of ZV agrees with the expanded operation on elements of each column, such that in
(1.4.7.)
(1.4.8.)
(1.4.9.)

½ V(½)~ * ZV
½ V(½)~ *
T~

* fSt1 ~ = 1* V(1) ~
P
= 1* V(1) ~
* fSt1 ~ = 1* V(1) ~

we could use each way of associativity according either to (1.4.8) or to (1.4.9).
Identities with binomials,Bernoulli- and other numbertheoretical numbers
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Example:

T~ * fSt1 ~ = V(1)~
*
=

But what if x->1 ? If we would set the guessed zeta-values as sums of the columns of ZV:
V(1)~ * ZV = T~ = [ζ(0),ζ(-1),ζ(-2),...] = [-1/2, -1/12, 0, 1/120, ... ]

assumed

into T, then the summation by fSt1~ would lead to curious results:
define

R~

:=T~ * fSt1~ = [-1/2, 5/12, -3/8, ... ]

and it seems absurd, that this would agree with any thinkable natural setting for the evaluation in the
other way of associativity
V(1)~

*P

= [ ??, ??, ?? , ??, ... ]

which for all cases except the undefined case x=1 is known to contain ascending powers of a constant
parameter in the result.
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2. An approach to define the reciprocal
2.1. Approximation by finite dimensioned submatrices
A reciprocal of ZV is - to say the least- very difficult to define.
To mention the most obvious problem, the entries of the inverses of finite submatrices are not constant
with the dimension of the submatrices, and also diverge with the size of the submatrix:
Example: inverses of small dimensions:

The structure of the first row r=0 is obvious; the last row of a dimension n:
define

Q(n) := ZV[0..n,0..n] -1

then for the rows r=0..n
(2.1.1.)
Q(n)0,c = (-1)c binomial(n+1,c+1)
...
= ???
(2.1.2.)
Q(n)n,c = (-1)n+c binomial(n,c)/n!

The last column contains the coefficients of the Stirling-numbers first kind, scaled by the reciprocal of
the factorial:
(2.1.3.)

Q(n)r,n = fSt1~ r,n

Example: Here the first versions of Q(n) * n! to compare the last column with St1~ :

Interestingly the eigenvalues of that submatrices have the amazing property being summable to integer
values in all multiplicative combinations.
define
then

λk = eigenvalue k in dimension n
Σ λk = Σ λk λj = Σ λk λj λi = ... = λ0* λ1*...* λn = 0 (mod 1)

// is integer

with the number-triangle me (matrix of eigenvalue-compositions):

ME =

where the coefficients of a row r occur from the above indicated combinations of eigenvalues of dimension r , if the product Π(x - λ k) in x of all eigenvalues lk is expanded then
Π ( x - λ k ) = MEr * V(x)

// for a certain row r, according to the dimension n

and also the sum of like powers are integral:
Σ lk j = 0 (mod 1)

Identities with binomials,Bernoulli- and other numbertheoretical numbers
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The iterative approach of approximation by increasing the dimension obviously indicates great difficulties, and it suggests a matrix, which can only be described by divergent summation of each entry, if at
all a meaning can be assigned this way.
So another approach is needed.
2.2. LU-decomposition of ZV into P and St2F
ZV can -according to formula (1.3.2) - be LU-decomposed into the two components P and the factorial
scaled Stirling-matrix of 2'nd kind St2F.
Recalling formula (1.3.2):
ZV = P * St2F ~

(2.2.1.)

// recalling (1.3.2)

Example:

ZV = P * St2F ~
*

=

2.3. Reciprocal by inverses of the LU-components
Now, since for both LU-components P and St2F a reciprocal can be found, the reciprocal of ZV (call it
W) can at least formally be written. Recall St1 the lower triangular matrix of 1'st kind (which is the
inverse/reciprocal of St2), and fSt1 its row-scaled version dF-1 * St1 :
define

fSt1 = dF-1 * St1 = St2F

-1

then (formally)
(2.3.1.)

W := ZV-1 = fSt1 ~ * P -1

* Finite submatrices
This approach is also valid for finite submatrices.
Examples with finite sizes: (the matrix function ve(matrix,size) extracts the top-left submatrix of size)
ve(fSt1,2)~*ve(P-1,2) ve(fSt1,3)~*ve(P-1,3) ve(fSt1,4)~*ve(P-1,4)

Identities with binomials,Bernoulli- and other numbertheoretical numbers
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* asymptotics with infinite size
Example

W = ZV-1 = fSt1~ * P -1
*

=

where all entries are sums of divergent series.
Unfortunately they are also of difficult type, since they involve only like signs. So simple Eulersummation or Borel-summation would not be applicable, because their range of convergence for powerseries in x is x<1 in the complex plane.
The first column of the result may -again- be guessed as zeta(0), but it is obvious from the previous
chapter, that such a guess must be related to the current context.
So to proceed a formal description of the entries should be found, which -for instance- is expressed in
terms of powerseries of a variable x, where the result can then be assumed as the limit when x->1.

2.4. first definition of the entries of W = ZV-1
Let W denote the sought reciprocal of ZV and wrc its row/column-indexed entries, r/c zero-based.
define

W := wr,c

Example:

(2.4.1.)

definition of W and its entries wr,c
*

=

Except of one hint, namely an analytical expression for the rowsums rows in fSt1 ~ agreeing to the first
column of the result, nothing is known about the entries wr,c.
This direct approach has thus to be extended, and a representation for W as a limit involving a powerseries-expression is sought. Obviously this implies also an equivalent powerseries-variant for ZV itself.
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2.5. Expressing ZV and its reciprocal W as limits of a set of powerseries
To find any meaningful finite formal description for the entries of W by evaluation of the values and to
be able to possibly recognize functional rules, a variable powerseries-parameter V(x) = [1, x , x2 , x3 ,...] is
introduced in the construction of ZV as well as in its reciprocal, thus defining ZV(x) and W(1/x) as parameter-dependent matrices in the following way:
definition
then

ZV(x) := P * (x dV(x))* St2F ~
lim x→1 ZV(x) = ZV

Example:

P * x dV(x)* St2F~ = ZV(x)
lim x→1 ZV(x) = ZV
*

*diag/

)

=

Example: with x = 4 we get the parametrized Vandermondematrix:

P * 4 dV(4)* St2F ~ = ZV(4)
*

*diag/

)

=

and the (finite dimensioned with rows=64 / columns=64) inverse gives

ZV(4)-1 ~

which agrees with the computation according to the common matrix-inversion-formula (where y = 1/x ):
(P * x dV(x) * St2F~ )-1 = fSt1~ * y dV(y) * P-1 = W(y)

Identities with binomials,Bernoulli- and other numbertheoretical numbers
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W(1/4) ~

2.6. Definition of the entries of the powerseries-parametrized matrix W(y)
As in the example before, a powerseries-vector dV(y) (where y=1/x) as a diagonal-multiplicator in the
middle of the term is introduced.
The matrix-product looks like:
definition

(2.6.1.)

W(y)
lim y→1 W(y)

= fSt1~ * y dV(y) ~ * P-1
= ZV -1

Example:

W(y) = fSt1~ * y dV(y) ~ * P-1
*

*diag/

)

=

2.7. A formal description for the entries of W(y)
In the previous formula (2.6.1) y can be selected to produce convergent (or Euler-summable) series and
thus conventionally approximatible values for w(y)r,c . The reciprocal of the vandermonde matrix, W,
may then finally be estimated as the limit of the matrix-product (2.6.1), when y →1.
I succeeded to find a very plausible decomposition of the values of w(y)r,c which agrees well with the
numerical approximations for various y and it comes out, that the final result involves logarithms of
negative integer arguments.
The formal reciprocal is given using logarithm of (1-y) and a finite summative function b().
Conjecture:
define
define

define

y
λ

be the free parameter of the powerseries V(y),
= log(1 - y );

b(r ,c , µ )

c

= ∑ fSt 1r ,k *
k =0

c!
*µk
( c − k )!

then
(2.7.1.)

W ( y ) := w(λ )r ,c

 y 

= 
 1− y 

c +1

*

Identities with binomials,Bernoulli- and other numbertheoretical numbers
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2.8. Approximation-Examples
Real arguments near y=1
Example: using x = 2, y=1/2:
(2.8.1.)

ZV(2) * W(2-1) = I + eps

ZV(2)

W(2-1)

*

ID+eps =
Example using x=1.1, y=1/1.1
(2.8.2.)

ZV(1.1) * W(1.1-1) = I + eps

ZV(1.1)

W(1.1-1) *

ID+eps =
Example using x=1.01, y = 1/1.01
(2.8.3.)

ZV(1.01) * W(1.01-1) = I + eps

ZV(1.01)

W(1.01-1)

*

ID+eps

=
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Complex argument near y=1
Example: x= 1/(1+0.1*I); y = 1 + 0.1*I
(2.8.4.)

ZV(1 +0.1*I) * W((1+0.1*I)-1) = ID + eps

ZV(1+0.1*I)

W((1+0.1*I)-1)

*

ID+eps

=

Example: x= 1/(1+0.01*I); y = 1 + 0.01*I
(2.8.5.)

ZV(1 +0.01*I) * W((1+0.01*I)-1) = I + eps

ZV(1+0.1*I)

W((1+0.1*I)-1)

*

ID+eps

=

It may be of interest, that with real(x) = 1 and imag(x)<>0, the reciprocal has the first element exactly
with real-part of 1, systematically different from the iterative approximation-approach with increasing
finite size.
For the top-left element w(y)0,0 we have a zero-denominator for the limit-case y=1 , so I still cannot assign a meaningful value to this element. For subsequent entries in this column however it may be possible, that the multiplication with powers of lim y->1 log(1-y) allow to assign meaningful values to these
entries.
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